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Putting household-style electrical outlets in a production vehicle is nothing new. Minivans,
trucks, and family cars have long offered onboard power for charging devices or powering
low-demand equipment. But for the new F , Ford stepped it up significantly. The new truck is
equipped with a generator system that can run power tools, mini fridges, loudspeakers, and
more. Getting to that level of power, though, wasn't easy. It started with market research that
showed many F customers use gasoline-powered generators at job sites, lugging them around
in the back of their truck and fueling them separately. Any pickup truck can turn engine output
into electrical powerâ€”why not utilize that capability and make the conventional generator
unnecessary? To make that happen, Ford needed to provide a lot more power than a normal
volt battery system can spare. So basically, we are providing like five times more than that,"
Nigar Sultana, the engineer in charge of Pro Power Onboard, said. Three different onboard
generator systems are available. Fs with conventional non-hybrid drivetrains get a 2. Ford
claims that the top-spec 7. That mobile welding shop can run for 32 hours continuously on a full
tank, making all-day, heavy-duty work possible. If you don't need that much wattage, Ford says
the 2. Ford only expects about 10 percent of new Fs will be hybrids, so it was important to offer
Pro Power with the conventional drivetrains. That, Sultana says, was much more complicated.
The standard volt electrical architecture couldn't provide what they needed, so Sultana and her
team designed a whole new volt electrical system, using two conventional volt batteries in
addition to the standard battery. In addition to those batteries, Pro Power-equipped non-hybrid
Fs get a second alternator. Thus equipped, Fs with the 2. The generator system is completely
separated from the rest of the vehicle's electrical system, adding a layer of safety and ensuring
that any Pro Power system problems will not impact the drivability of the truck. Pro Power is
smart. The system can be enabled or monitored through the FordPass smartphone app or via
the truck's infotainment system. If you try to pull too much power, the system disables itself
and sends you a notification. And on hybrid models, Pro Power will automatically turn on the
gasoline engine as needed to ensure consistent power flow without draining the battery. On
non-hybrid Fs, the engine has to be running for Pro Power to work. Surprisingly, the generator
system even works while the truck is moving, so you can power your fridge on the way to the
tailgate or keep your power tools charged as you drive between job sites. Ford won't comment
on how Pro Power use affects fuel economy, but we suspect that keeping power-thirsty items
plugged in while driving will lead to a measurable drop in MPG. When the new F arrives, Pro
Power will be available on all grades of Fâ€”optional on conventional models and standard on
all hybrids. Ford expects 17 percent of Fs will be sold with Pro Power when the redesigned
pickup goes on sale this fall. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
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Ford. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
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All rights reserved. More on this:. Up Next. We're really breaking new ground here in terms of
crazy renderings. TheSketchMonkey wanted to see if he can turn the Ford F , America's favorite
vehicle, into a sedan of sorts. Because it hasn't been done before. While some criticize the
aluminum construction or the new engines, it's no secret that the F remains America's
best-selling vehicle. This year, Ford has improved the formula further with radical interior
changes and an on-board generator that can juice up an RV or some power tools. The F is good
at so many things, so maybe its wisdom can be applied in a segment that Ford has given up on
- sedans. While the Crown Victoria or Taurus was around, nobody thought about making them
more like the trucks, and that might have actually been a mistake. Getting back to the rendering
at hand, it's pretty obvious that the proportions of the F are bad for a sedan. Even if you lower
the fascia, the closest thing to the size of this potential four-door would be a Rolls-Royce. The
Photoshop process is a bit unusual, as the artist begins by selecting the body and using the
Liquify filter to move elements into place. He then adds a new section with windows behind the
extended cab bodywork. The construction is a major thing that separates pickups from sedans,
and so the trademark gap between the main body and the bed has to be airbrushed out. The
final product is a little strange and differs from the normal sedans we're used to. As strange as
this rendering might be, we've actually seen a vehicle that looks a bit like this. We're talking
about the Aznom Palladium , an uber-sedan that sits on top of a Ram chassis and measures 5,
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no. The Ford F Raptor is capable of impressive performance, but we don't usually see owners
testing what the truck can do in such an extreme way. After already launching the pickup over a
gulley, this owner is back with a ramp to jump even farther. To add some extra excitement,
there's a Hummer H1 in the ravine. In the first run, there are wheels strapped into the bed to add
some extra weight to the rear. The Raptor has no problem covering the distance, but the load in

the back comes loose, launching a wheel high into the air. The driver is lucky that it doesn't
come back down onto the Ford's cab. There are enough cameras to capture the jump from
multiple angles, including covering the action in slow motion. One of the Raptor's interesting
features is that its suspension sensors know if the vehicle is off the ground and is able to stiffen
the adaptive dampers to make the landing smoother. For the next run, the wheels are no longer
in the bed, which seems like a wise move. This time the Raptor moves so that the pickup is
actually flying over the Hummer H1. The Ford goes over the military's vehicle's cargo bed.
Judging by the various angles of the stunt, it appears that the F wouldn't have enough air to
clear the Hummer's cab. After completing the jumps, the driver hits the highway to prove that
the Raptor is still perfectly functional. Assuming there's no long term damage that's not
immediately evident, then the truck performed pretty well. The video above skips straight to the
action. Earlier in the clip, you can see the Raptor and the Hummer having a tug-of-war and
doing donuts in the grass. Source: Street Speed via YouTube. Nov 25, at pm ET. By : Chris
Bruce. This Raptor can fly. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory.
Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Ford F Raptor. Sign In or Sign Up. Ford hasn't kept the
upcoming F Electric a secret, evidenced by the company's million-pound towing stunt from But
by the time the F Electric reaches the market, it won't be the only option in the all-electric
pickup truck market. None of those trucks, however, have the power of the F name behind them,
and the electric version of America's favorite truck will surely be an impressive piece when it
goes on sale sometime in mid Even though it may share underpinnings with the current
gasoline-powered F, the F Electric will be an all-new model for the Ford truck lineup. We expect
the truck to offer all-wheel drive as standard and boast big towing-capacity numbers. We'll
update this story with more information closer to the F Electric's on-sale date. It's unclear right
now if the F Electric will follow the gasoline-powered F's model nomenclature or debut with a
set of trims all its own. We think it'd be a better idea to lean into the current truck's traditions, so
we're hoping for names like Lariat and King Ranch to carry over to the electrified version. It's
unlikely that base-level XL and value-oriented XLT models will make the cut due to the likely
high price of the electric powertrain, but at this point we can't be sure. Ford hasn't released
many details about the F Electric's powertrain so far, but it has said it will feature dual electric
motorsâ€”presumably one for each axle, making the truck all-wheel drive. Horsepower ratings
are unknown, but the F Electric is likely to be one of the more powerful F models available when
it goes on sale. Performance should be quite brisk, but we'll have to wait until we can strap our
test gear on to find out exactly how quick the new truck will be. Ford has also submitted patents
for a removable range extender motor disguised as one of those aftermarket, bed-mounted tool
boxes. The motor would kick in to recharge the battery in the event there's no charging station
nearby. Towing capacity is sure to be nothing short of heroic. Ford staged an event in July to
prove that its prototype could tow a 1,,pound section of train cars loaded with Fs. Official
capacity will likely be quite a bit lower than that, and it's unclear yet how Ford intends to retain
the truck's electric driving range when pulling a heavy trailer. We don't have details on the F
Electric's driving range or charging system yet, but we are hoping for big battery packs capable
of at least miles of range per charge. Unlike smaller electric cars, the F Electric should be large
enough to accommodate ample battery cells for such a range. We expect buyers will be able to
charge their F Electrics at home via and volt outlets; Ford will also likely make DC fast charging
capability at least an option, if not a standard feature. The truck is still in development and
those estimates are usually released close to when a new vehicle goes on sale. When we get the
chance, we'll subject the F Electric to our mph highway fuel economy test and update this story
with results. While we've seen a teaser photo of the F's front fascia, we haven't been given a
peek inside. However, we expect the F Electric to offer much the same accommodations as the
regular gasoline-powered model. A crew-cab body style is likely, but we aren't sure yet if Ford
will offer the F Electric in Regular two-door or SuperCab rear half-doors configurations.
Touchscreen infotainment with Ford's latest Sync 4 software is a given, but we have no idea if it
will live on a traditional 8. A host of driver-assistance features is also expected to be standard,
with more high-tech ones being offered as options. Key safety features are likely to include:.
Ford's basic warranty package will likely need to grow to offer a battery warranty, which we
expect will mirror rivals in the electric-vehicle marketplace at eight years or , miles. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. By Drew Dorian. More on the Ford F Electric. The Car
and Driver Difference. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Ford's most important vehicle
is in for some big changes. Watch its official unveiling here. We've got the full scoop on the F ,
including its cool new features and how it stacks up to the competition. The changes might look
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nary at first glance, but the F brings with it many major new features, including a PowerBoost
hybrid drivetrain option, over-the-air updates, and an onboard generator. The truck is even
ready to accept a hands-free driving mode, and there's a lot of framework here that will support
the all-electric F that's due in There are lots of ways to watch the new F-Series' reveal. We've
included the trusty YouTube livestream above, but you can catch the debut on Facebook and
Twitter , should either be more your style. ET on Thursday, June Be respectful, keep it civil and
stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read.
Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Sean Szymkowski. June 25, p.
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